Feature selection is an important step when building a classifier. However, the feature selection tends to be unstable on high-dimension and small-sample size data. This instability reduces the usefulness of selected features for knowledge discovery: if the selected feature subset is not robust, domain experts can have little trust that they are relevant. A growing number of studies deal with feature selection stability. Based on the idea that ensemble methods are commonly used to improve classifiers accuracy and stability, some works focused on the stability of ensemble feature selection methods. So far, they obtained mixed results, and as far as we know no study extensively studied how the choice of the aggregation method influences the stability of ensemble feature selection. This is what we study in this preliminary work. We first present some aggregation methods, then we study the stability of ensemble feature selection based on them, on both artificial and real data, as well as the resulting classification performance.
INTRODUCTION
Feature selection is a critical step of the supervised classification procedure and specially in the smallsample high dimension settings. Small-sample high dimension settings refers to problems where the number of features is higher than the number of examples. This kind of problem is increasingly frequent, especially in bioinformatics with the massive production of "omics" data. In this context the learning algorithms met several problems called the curse of dimensionality (Simon, 2003) . In high dimension, finding the actual informative features becomes more difficult and the risk of overfiting strongly increases. The consequence is the worse generalization performance of the classifiers (Jain and Chandrasekaran, 1982) . Secondly, very high dimension alone is an issue itself, as classifiers frequently do not scale well to huge numbers of features, leading to increased computation times. Thirdly, a classifier based on a small subset of genes will be easier and less expensive to use in practice. Moreover, a classifier based on a high number of features will not be easily interpretable. The point problem is about the robustness of the selected features. To obtain a confident classifier, the selected subset has to be stable. To deal with all of these problems a feature selection is necessary in order to reduce dimensionality of the data.
Feature selection refers to the process of removing irrelevant or redundant features (in our context, genes) from the original set of features F = { f 1 , f 2 , ..., f |F |=D }, so as to retain a subset S ⊂ F containing only informative features useful for classification (Liu et al., 2010) . Beyond classification performance, the other main objective of the gene selection is to obtain a reliable and robust list of predictive genes: a gene which is regularly selected over several datasets dealing with the same problem -or at least over various random subsamples of the same dataset -is more likely to be really relevant, and is of greater interest to domain experts willing to use the classification results for knowledge discovery purposes. In practice, this is generally not the case, and many studies on feature selection stability emphasized the difficulty to obtain a reproducible gene signature on highdimension small-sample data (Ein-Dor et al., 2006; Haury et al., 2011) . Stability of feature selection strongly depends on the N/D ratio and problem difficulty. For example in one previous work we have shown that on a simple two Gaussian classes problem with 1000 features, a t-test based selection has a probability of more than 0.95 to select the very informative features when N = 1000, but this probability falls to less than 0.2 when N = 50 (Dernoncourt et al., 2014) .
A growing number of studies have been dealing with feature selection stability, be it either to introduce stability measures (Kuncheva, 2007; Somol and Novovičová, 2010) , to compare the stability of existing methods (Haury et al., 2011) , and/or to propose innovative, stability-focused feature selection methods (Saeys et al., 2008; Han and Yu, 2012) . Some works, such as (Somol et al., 2009; Abeel et al., 2010; Haury et al., 2011) , also investigated the stability of ensemble feature selection methods. The main idea behind ensemble methods is to produce several individual feature selections and combine them in order to obtain a selection that outperforms every one of them. This idea is based on the concept of "wisdom of the crowd", which states that under certain controlled conditions, the aggregation of information from several sources, results in decisions that are often superior to those that could have been made by any single individual -even experts (Surowiecki, 2004; Rokach, 2010) . In practice, ensemble methods have been widely applied to classifiers and since they can improve classifiers accuracy and stability, we can suppose that they should provide similar benefits to feature selection techniques (Yang et al., 2010) . So far, works on ensemble feature selection have mainly focused on classification accuracy, showing accuracy gains (or losses) to be problem-dependent (Han et al., 2013) and filter-dependent (Wald et al., 2013) . Works which also studied stability have obtained mixed results too, leaving the general impression that both stability and accuracy gains (or losses) from ensemble methods are problem-dependent (Saeys et al., 2008) . However, those works have often measured stability over overlapping resamplings, which strongly increases the measured stability (Haury et al., 2011) , and might also impact stability variations, and as far as we know no study extensively studied how the choice of the aggregation method influences the stability of ensemble feature selection methods.
In this preliminary work, we start investigating how ensemble methods improve feature selection (FS) stability, with a focus on the impact of the aggregation method. We first briefly present the stability measures and the three ensemble aggregation methods we used. Then we perform an empirical analysis of feature selection stability on both artificial and real microarray datasets.
ENSEMBLE FEATURE SELECTION
Creating an ensemble feature selection can be divided into two steps. The first step is to create a set of diverse feature selectors. The second step is to aggregate them.
Diversity generation
The diversity of feature selectors is a crucial condition for obtaining a "wise crowd" (Surowiecki, 2004) , necessary for an efficient ensemble. It can be obtained via different methods such as:
• manipulating the training sample: typically, resampling the training set so as to perform each FS of the ensemble on a different training set,
• manipulating the FS method: for instance, use different parameters for each FS, if the FS method has parameters,
• partitioning the search space: each FS is performed on a different search space, for instance, random forest learns each tree on a random, different, small subset of features,
• hybridization: use several FS methods in the ensemble, or a combination of those (Rokach, 2010) . In this paper, we focused on manipulating the training sample, which is the most commonly used method, and obtained diversity by bootstrapping the training samples B = 40 times, based on previous works that showed that ensemble FS doesn't improve much when increasing the amount of bootstrap samples further than 40 (Abeel et al., 2010) or even 20 (Saeys et al., 2008) .
Aggregation
We tested the following methods of aggregation:
• Average score: on each bootstrap sample, the FS method outputs a score s f i, j for each gene f i . We simply average the score of a gene over the bootstrap samples in order to obtain the ensemble score W f i :
• Average rank (Abeel et al., 2010) : on each bootstrap sample, the score of each gene s f i, j is converted into a rank r f i, j . Then we average the rank of a gene over the bootstrap samples in order to obtain the ensemble score:
• Stability selection (Meinshausen and Bhlmann, 2010) : the ensemble score W f i of each gene is obtained by measuring how often the gene ranks in the top d of each bootstrap sample:
where I( f i, j ) = 1 if gene f i is ranked in the top d on FS performed on the j th bootstrap sample, and I( f i, j ) = 0 otherwise.
Finally, for each aggregation strategy, the d genes with the largest score W f i are retained as the final ensemble selection.
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
We performed experiments on both artificial and real data in order to assess the impact of ensemble methods on the stability of feature selection. We used four base FS methods: t-score, random forest, recursive feature elimination using support vector machines (SVM-RFE), and mutual information. For each of those methods, feature selection was performed with and without the ensemble aggregation methods described in the previous section. We then measured the stability of the feature selection on strictly nonoverlapping sets (different generated sets on artificial data, resamplings on real data), and the average classification error rate obtained with a linear discriminant analysis (LDA) classifier on the test sets.
Stability Measure
Many different measures have been described to measure stability. As our main stability measure, we chose to use the relative weighted consistency (Somol and Novovičová, 2010) , CW rel , which evaluates how frequently each feature is selected, among the features which have been selected at least once. We chose it because it ignores the stability of non-selected features (which would artificially increase the stability measure on large datasets where many features are irrelevant and easy to exclude), and because it's adjusted to take into account the proportion of overlapping features due to chance. Let S = {S 1 , S 2 , ..., S ω } be a system of ω gene subsets obtained from ω runs of the feature selection routine on different samplings, Ω = ∑ ω i=1 |S i | be the total number of occurrences of any gene in S and F f be the number of occurrences of gene f ∈ F in system S.
The weighted consistency CW was defined as follow:
and CW rel is obtained by adjusting CW on its minimal and maximal possible values CW min and CW max :
Artificial Data
We used three different artificial data structures, all based on a two-classes Gaussian model with D = 1000 genes. Each of the two classes follows a normal distribution defined respectively by N (µ, I) and N (−µ, Σ), where µ is a vector of means such that |µ| = D and Σ is the covariance matrix.
In the first data structure, NC100, all genes are independent (Σ is the identity matrix) and the elements µ i of µ consisted of d = 100 elements µ i = 1 (genes useful for classification) and D − d = 900 elements µ i = 0 (noise genes). Then µ was scaled down so that F would yield a specified Bayes error (ε Bayes = 0.10).
In the second data structure, NC, all genes are independent and the elements µ i of µ were drawn from a triangular distribution with a lower limit and mode equal to 0 (probability density function: f (x) = 2−2x for x ∈ [0; 1]). In order to obtain a more realistic probability density, we then raised µ to a power of γ = 2, similarly to the method used in (Dernoncourt et al., 2014) . Again, µ was scaled down so that F would yield ε Bayes = 0.10.
In the third data structure, CB, we added correlations within blocks of ten genes, by using the covariance matrix
where Σ is a block diagonal matrix and Σ i is a 10 × 10 square matrix with elements 1 along its diagonal and 0.5 off its diagonal, similarly to the method used in (Han and Yu, 2012) . We used the same µ as in the NC dataset. From these models, 50 training sets were generated, on which the FS methods were performed and an LDA classifier was trained. Each classifier was then applied to a test set consisting of 10000 instances to estimate its error rate. 
Real Data
We experimented with five publicly available microarray datasets, listed in Table 1 . For each dataset, 50 training sets were generated by randomly drawing half instances from the dataset (without replacement). For each of them, feature selection was performed and a classifier was trained (using the same methods as with the artificial data). Each classifier was then applied on a test set consisting of the samples not included in the corresponding training set. Stability of the feature selection was measured within each pair of training and test sets, so as to have no overlap. The final measure of stability corresponds to the average of those 50 measures. Table 2 presents the stability of feature selections and the error rate of resulting classifiers on the artificial datasets. In general, we observed that ensemble feature selection provides similarly or more stable results than non-ensemble (single) feature selection, and a similar or lower error rate. T-score obtained the highest stability and lowest classification error rate overall. It further benefited from its ensemble version, but only with the average score aggregation: the average rank and stability selection aggregation slightly degraded its stability and did not improve the classification error rate.
RESULTS

Artificial Data
Compared to t-score, SVM-RFE had a slightly lower stability on non-correlated data and half the stability on correlated data, but with a similar error rate. It did not benefit from the ensemble version on noncorrelated data, but stability was improved on correlated data, similarly with all aggregation types.
Random forest was the worst performer, with half the stability of t-score on all datasets, and a higher error rate on the uncorrelated datasets. It was however much more stable in its ensemble version, reaching similar stability levels and error rate as single SVM-RFE on non-correlated data, and a higher stability (and somewhat lower error rate) than ensemble SVM-RFE on correlated data. As with SVM-RFE, the aggregation method did not matter here. Table 3 presents the stability of feature selections and the error rate of resulting classifiers on the real microarray datasets. In general, similarly to the artificial data, we observed that ensemble feature selection provides similarly or more stable results than single feature selection, with the exception of t-score on the leukemia dataset. Unlike what we observed on artificial data though, the error rate was in some cases increased by the ensemble selection.
Real Data
T-score obtained the highest stability on 2 out of 5 datasets. In 4 datasets, its ensemble version had an improved stability, but only with the average score aggregation, and in half cases (colon cancer and lung cancer datasets) at the cost of a largely increased error rate. On the leukemia dataset, ensemble methods reduced stability and increased error rate.
SVM-RFE obtained the highest stability on 3 out of 5 datasets. In all datasets, its ensemble version had an improved stability, the best improvement occurring with the average score aggregation, closely followed by stability selection. Aggregation by average rank did not perform as well: it provided the worse stability increase on the colon cancer and lung cancer dataset, and no stability increase or even a stability degradation on the other datasets. The error rate was generally unchanged by ensemble methods, except for a 10% increase in the colon cancer dataset (with any aggregation method) and a 20% decrease in the lung cancer dataset (aggregation by average rank only).
Random forest had the lowest stability on 3 out of 5 datasets, and tied with mutual information on the Vijver dataset. However it had a competitive error rate (best without ensemble on Vijver and leukemia datasets, best with ensemble on the colon cancer dataset), even though the differences in error rates between the different feature selection methods were generally small, except on the Pawitan dataset. Similarly to SVM-RFE, its stability was generally increased by ensemble methods. Aggregation by av- erage score and stability selection improved stability equally and on all datasets, except for the Pawitan dataset. Aggregation by average rank was more inconsistent: similar improvements as the other aggregation methods on Vijver and lung cancer datasets, a better improvement on the Pawitan dataset, where random forest had a very low stability compared to the other methods, no improvement compared to single random forest on the colon cancer dataset, and an important degradation on the leukemia dataset. Mutual information had the lowest stability on the colon cancer dataset, yet competitive error rates. The ensemble versions had a similar (colon cancer, Pawitan, and lung cancer datasets) or moderately improved (leukemia and Vijver datasets) stability, with no marked difference in favor of a specific aggregation method. Ensemble increased the error rate in the colon cancer and Pawitan dataset, again with no marked difference between aggregation methods.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we studied how ensemble feature selection methods influence the stability of the gene selection and, to a lesser extent, the error rate of the resulting classifier on microarray data and artificial data of similar dimension. We focused on the aggregation method used in the ensemble procedure, because that is an important aspect of the ensemble construction procedure which, to our knowledge, had scarcely been investigated in such a setting before. Similarly to (Haury et al., 2011) , we found that average rank aggregation usually performed worse than the other aggregation methods. We also found that average score aggregation usually resulted, with a few exception, in the best stability, while stability selection aggregation was in-between. We observed, in some cases, a trade-off between stability and error rate. Previous studies such as (Saeys et al., 2008 ) already suggested such a datasetdependent trade-off between robustness and classification performance. Here, however, we find that the aggregation method can also play a role in this tradeoff, since in some cases error rate and stability were differently affected by the different ensemble aggregation methods. This trade-off did not seem to apply to our artificial data, though: on them, a better error rate was systematically paired with a better stability. This difference could be due to structural differences with the real data (the latter probably presenting much more complex and numerous interactions), or to a lack of diversity in the artificial data, since the trade-off is not observed in all datasets. Nonetheless, we observed that in all cases, the most stable method without ensemble could be rendered more stable via ensemble, with or without a trade-off on the classification error rate.
As future work, we think it would be interesting to study or develop more aggregation methods, such as average weighted rank or score (giving a higher weight to higher scores or lower ranks). Weighted (exponential) rank reportedly performed better than average rank (Haury et al., 2011) , so maybe such an improvement could be obtained by using the same method on scores. Hybridization of different base feature selection methods also seems to be an interesting area to explore, which will also require some specific work on the aggregation strategies.
